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Good day. I write this plead for the Northern Pass to be turned down and any and all sec
permits,approvals NOT be granted for the following reasons.
1. Overwhelmingly the almost 100% of NH resident like myself AND their respective towns have
voted NO, how you can even consider approval after a resounding NO from the people is
beyond me, and I am sure against the NH constitution if not directly in spirit.
2. My property having incredible views will be forever ruined, having saved our entire lives to
have pristine woodlands abound and serenity the obscene towers will destroy that and hamper
the North country in tourist endeavors consistent with natur, and necessary to the dire straights
we are in for survival.
Should you wonder drive to Syracuse NY head west along Rte 5 and see what the blight will
actually look like,horrible destruction of a quiet way of life.
3. This is maybe the most legal point. I have been waiting for Eversource to provide us with a
cost to have brought to our home, how long, over a year. We have received three different
proposals from 45,000.00 to 28,000.00 still waiting. Additionally the NH PUC had adopted a rule
to allow for 5 year payments but no the Public Utility Commision chartered to protect the hmmm,
PUBLIC, its in the title has allowed for that provision to expire equipping full payment to
Eversource to have power to survive...hmm yet we can't get a straight answer from Eversource.
Additionally our home is under 100 feet from a class 5 fully maintained town owned roadway.
Another example of how the utility is controlling the people...To date Eversource has yet to tell a
single truth to us regarding the project and a year later we are still in the dark and yet to have a
truthful dollar figure. This a clear example that Eversource statements are potentially false and
misleading like the lies about Hydro Quebec.
Please do not ignore the PEOPLE's desires, as to do so is a travesty which will not go
unanswered.
Thank you for your consideration
T. Emperor
Stark NH

